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NEXT WEEK’S RUN: The road past Phil’s Grill (follow the signs) Diak Kali & Brown Eye
LAST WEEK’S RUN REPORT BY THE HARE
TWO DOGS & BABE’S APRIL FOOL’S DAY JOKE
HA HA, APRIL FOOL!!
A stalwart but diminished group
gathered
at
the
Kampongbaru
International Soccer and Volleyball
Stadium for the DH3 April Fool’s
Hash. Perhaps some thought it all a
hoax and didn’t think that we would
actually go through with it. After some
confused and aimless checking the
hounds finally shook off their
sluggishness and “On, On” was the cry
with the intrepid walkers trying to be
FRB’s. Through the scenic suburb past
shattered houses, with FRB’s forced to
follow the fabulous falsies laid by
2DOGS. Walkers took a detour while
the rest made a quick circuit around the
Comoro roundabout and then on-on
through a particularly scenic cornfield
guarded by an irate goat, as smelly and
ill-mannered as any Hasher. BABE had
used his considerable experience (and
affinity) with dumb animals to train it
to butt errant Hashers (which was
everyone).
The cunning trail led to Don Bosco
auditorium where the pack, clearly

subdued from respect for the great man
rather than a result of their own
exertions, sedately followed a wellconcealed trail. A check halt reunited
the group, and then on-on via banana
and corn fields. Walkers were again
rested from the rigours of a 2DOGS
trail, while Glenn decided to explore
some new ground all by himself. He
alleged that BABE had sent him on a
false trail, but really, is that at all
believable? Coming from a lawyer for
goodness sake!
The religious theme continued up the
Stations of the Cross, with a hearty
sing-a-long ably led by She of the
Dulcet Tones, our very own
Songmistress, while the pack enjoyed
the sweeping views.
It was then On Down through more
ruins and fields to the final Hold Check
where walkers and perhaps some others
(was CUT OFF seen skulking away?)
headed On Home. FRB’s took off,
unfortunately some along false trails.
Being totally slack and without
commitment
SALSA
and

HAIDROLIK were the ultimate
SCB’s, cutting in front of the Hares
themselves, grinning like Cheshire cats
and revelling in their SCB-ness.
Shame, you pricks, shame.
On Home came too quick for some;
they seemed to be panting for more.
The verdict? Any trail that allows
SCRUBBER and BROWN EYE to be
the FRB’s must have something going
for it. On-Outstanding!
TRUTH
Considering the date this was a very
good run. Obviously a lot of work went
into it and everything more or less
worked out as planned. (Especially the
local planted to guide SALSA &
HAIDROLIK off course!)
The trail was a good length and well
marked (most of the way) with the
locations of the Hold Checks well
arranged for the walkers and runners
and the falsies working to keep the
pack together very successfully.
The variety of terrain was good with a
nice use of the hill.
All in all a good effort and fair down
downs. Just try to do better next time!
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CIRCLE CIRCUS
A small but select band of Hashers assembled by the side of the road at
HARES APPARENT
Kampongbaru in Comoro to witness the punishments dispensed without mercy
No. Date
Hare
by our closet GM, SCRUBBER. Having been thwarted in his drive for power the
50
8 Apr
Committee
previous week, SCRUBBER started off like a whirlwind but lost momentum
51 15 Apr Diak Kali/Brown
after the first few charges. It could have been the spectators, who outnumbered
Eye
52 22 Apr Brown Eye (ANZAC)
the Hashers about two to one, or the fact that he was operating without his
53 29 Apr PS/Smoke Screen
abacus. However since another down down only meant another free drink for
54
6 May
newly christened TUPPER he might have been trying to save some beer for
55 13 May
later.
56 20 May
57 27 May
The quadruple christening of TUPPER, RIGID, PULL IT & PUSH IT was the
58
3 Jun
highlight of the proceedings with a lighter touch being added by TUPPER’s
59
10
Jun
locally grown knee pads, which he grudgingly surrendered to the lady for the
60 17 Jun
christening.
You can volunteer now and
DOWN DOWNS
have the date and co-hare
of you choice, or you can
Hares
TWO DOGS, BABE
wait and see what we’ve got
FRBs
RIGID, TUPPER, PS
in store for you!
SCBs
BROWN EYE, HAIDROLIK, TUPPER, BABE
No Hash Gear TUPPER, RIGID, PS, CUT OFF, PULL IT, PUSH IT, PERSPIRATION, LACERATION, Glenn
Returnees
TUPPER
SCRUBBER
Who’s Julie?
Charges from the Circle
PS charged HAIDROLIK for infringing his photographic
copyright by publishing his photo of last week’s Hare on
the front page of the Trash
LACERATION charged SCRUBBER for using his and
PULL IT’s non-Hash names. He was joined by his accuser
on a technicality.

CHRISTENING Steve

POTW

becomes PULL IT for his
association with chickens
Julie becomes PUSH IT for her association with teaching – and Steve
Max becomes TUPPER for his association with Baucau, ladies, Scouts and farms
Julian becomes RIGID for his association with upstanding works and deeds
to HAIDROLIK as stand in for SALSA with whom he was jointly accused of short cutting.
(It must have the longest shortcut on record if they came out only just in front of these Hares!)

On his recent trip back home, TUPPER
invited fellow Hasher BROWN EYE to
his farm for a few days on his way to
Indonesia.

threw his voice and said, "Oh, I am
having a lovely day. I have been
galloping all about, giving children
rides and having a great time!"

Unknown to TUPPER, BROWN EYE is
a bit of a ventriloquist and he decided
to have a bit of fun. So he said to
TUPPER, "May I speak to your horse?"

TUPPER
looked
astonished
exclaimed, "The horse talked!"

TUPPER laughed and said, "The horse
can’t talk!"
"Sure he does," replied BROWN EYE,
and proceeded to talk to the horse.
"Hello Mr Horse, how are things on
the paddock today?" BROWN EYE

13/15 April. 2001
11/13 May 2001
27/29 Sep 2002
30 Sep 2002

and

BROWN EYE continued his illusion
and asked if he could speak to the
cow.
TUPPER laughed again and said, "The
cow can’t talk!"
"Sure he does," replied BROWN EYE
and proceeded to talk to the cow.
"Hello Mrs. Cow, how are things in the

field today?" He threw his voice again
and said, "I'm having a wonderful day
in the field. I have been eating this
beautiful green grass all day and later
I will be getting milked. It has been a
fine day."
TUPPER again looked astonished and
exclaimed, "The cow talked!"
BROWN EYE decided to push his luck
one more time and said, "TUPPER, can
I talk to your sheep?"
TUPPER suddenly became alarmed and
flustered and cried, "No, you can’t
talk to sheep. The sheep lie!"

Cumming Events
Darwin Top End Aussie Nash Hash (www1.oct4.net.au/nashhash2001)
Philippine Nash Hash – Scenic Beach Resort, Puerto Gallera
Rob “Malibog” “Kalbo” Denny (bopng@dg.com.pg)
Interhash, Goa, India (www.goa2002.com)
Port Moresby Men’s Hash 1500th Hash Run

